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Cancellation of a wetnursing contract (synchoresis) 
November 21, 5 BC 
 
(a) Addressee 
|2 To Protarchos, 
 
(b1) Party 1 
|3 from Harpochration, the (slave) of Caesar, 
 
(b2) Party 2 
and from Apollonia, the daughter of |4 Nanos, with as guardian and guarantor her husband 
Chairemon, the son of |5 Petesis, and from Chairemon himself. 
 
(c) Considerans 
Whereas Harpochration happens to have handed over to |6 Apollonia his infant foundling slave 
child |7… whose name is Agalmation, so as to be nursed |8 by Apollonia herself with her own 
milk, |9 and, while the contract for the nursing of the slave child whose name is Agalmation had 
not yet been drawn up, it has come about |10 that the milk of Apollonia has been spoiled, 
 
(d) Partial receipt of nursing wages and return of the child 
we agree |11 with one another on the following terms: Apollonia agrees that she has been paid in 
full by |12 Harpochration in cash and not through a bank as well as through a bank in partial 
payments the |13 nursing wages for the eight months and that she has no legal action against |14 
Harpochration on account of these matters in any way (cancelled: and that |15 she will remove at 
her own expenses anyone who will proceed against (him)), and |16 Harpochration agrees that he 
himself has received from Apollonia his aforementioned |17 slave child and that he has no legal 
action against Apollonia or against |18 Chairemon on account of all that pertains to the nursing |23 
nor concerning anything else at all up to the present day in any |24 way, 
 
(e) Penalty clause 
or else, apart from the fact that the matters agreed upon are effective, they agree that |19 whoever 
transgresses (any of these conditions) is liable to the damages and the statutory penalty (to the 
state), and that Apollonia and Chairemon (if they transgress any of these conditions) are to pay 
back |20 the nursing wages that Apollonia has received along with half as much again |21 and 
another 300 silver drachmas as a penanlty |22 just as if by virtue of a legal decision, 
 
(f) Squiggle of the scribe 



… 
 
(g) Date 
|25 Year 26 of Caesar (Augustus), Hathyr 25. 


